Transferring graphene flakes onto hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) has been the most popular approach for the fabrication of graphne/h-BN heterostructures so far. The orientation between graphene and h-BN lattices, however, are not controllable and the h-BN/graphene interfaces are prone to be contaminated during this elaborate process. Direct synthesis of graphene on h-BN is an alternative and rapidly growing approach. Synthesized graphene via such approaches is personally tailored to conform to each specific h-BN flakes, hence the limitations of conventional fabrication approaches are overcome. Reported processes paved the initial steps to improve the scalablity of the device fabrication for industrial applications. Reviewing the developments in the field, from the birth point to the current status is the focus of this letter. We show how the field has been developed to overcome the existing challenges one after the other and discuss where the field is heading to.
Introduction
Electronic mobility in supported graphene is highly limited by the roughness and the charged impurities on the surface of the substrate 1 2 3 . Inserting a thick ( 10 nm) buffer layer of hexagonal boron nitride -with atomically flat and neutral surface -in between graphene and the supporting substrate helps to overcome those limitations. Heterostructure of graphene on multilayer h-BN flakes was first successfully realized and studied by C. Dean et al 4 ; their device exhibited charge carrier mobilities as high as 140,000 cm 2 /V s which was not reachable on supported devices by that time.
Next work from the same group 5 The first paper about directly growing CVD graphene on h-BN was submitted for publication just four months after the first realization of the graphene/h-BN stacking 4 . The rapid inception implies the importance of the in-situ growth approaches in the first place. Published by Ding et al 13 , this paper confirmed the possibility of chemically growing fewlayer graphene on h-BN powders. The importance of catalyst was, however, overlooked: no remarkable arrangement was considered to compensate its absence. The size of the graphene domains remained unclear; even-though as a normal CVD process with very short growth time (compared to the later reports) was used, domains larger than few nanometers are hardly expected. Figure 1-a and b shows some of the results. Lately and as the field started developing, few approaches have been introduced to overcome the absence of the catalyst.
Elongated growth
Elongating the growth course is the simplest approach to compensate the absence of the catalyst. Son et al 14 The grown graphene flakes were of rounded shapes with the thicknesses of the order of 0.5 nm. AFM, Raman and XPS analysis have been performed to confirm the growth and characterize the graphene.
The approach was followed later by Tang et al 15 . Like the Son's experiment, graphene was grown on hexagonal boron nitride flakes exfoliated on silicon wafer, albeit through a low pressure CVD process. They noticed that screw dislocations on the flakes are favorable nucleation sites. The slow growth rate due to the missing of the catalyst was very evident in the results reported; a growth duration of 6 hours only led to the formation of graphene grains of maximum 270 nm in diameter (Figure 1-e to g ). The graphene domains were mostly single layer.
Elongating the growth -although is simple -is of certain drawbacks: The reported graphene domains -even after several hours of growth -could hardly reach few hundreds of nanometers and are incompatible with typical device fabrication processes. The long operation time and high energy consumption are unfavorable for industrial applications.
Optimized growth parameters
Fine-tuning the growth parameters is a wiser approach to improve the yield. Mishra et al 16 showed that in a typical CVD process, increasing the partial pressure of hydrogen and elevating the growth temperature can achieve an improved growth rate of up to 100 nm/min (to be compared with 5 nm/min with standard CVD growth parame- with aligned hexagonal grains. Indeed reducing the density of nucleation centers via hydrogen etching plays a vital role in reported results.
Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
Inspired by earlier works on the growth of graphene on noncatalyst substrates 18 epitaxy and growth rate. In this condition, several growth periods, each of two to three hours are still required to obtain the desired graphene sizes.
Gaseous catalyst
While the presence of the h-BN as a background substrate does not leave any room for a solid catalyst, Tang et al 17 used gaseous silane (SiH 4 ) and germane (GeH 4 ) catalysts to boost the growth. At a temperature of 1280 • C, the growth rate reached 50 nm/min and 400 nm/min, respectively in the presence of germane and silane: the yield was highly improved comparing to the recorded 5 nm/min in the absence of any catalyst. They noticed that elevating the growth temperature upto 1350 • C further accelerate the growth to reach ∼ 1 µm/min (Figure 2-b) . Importantly , the Auger electron spectroscopy of the domains did not exhibit any trace of silicon or germanium in the grown graphene crystal. Apparently, those atoms only stick to the edge of the graphene domains and lower the reaction barrier for carbon precursors to form the honeycomb lattice during the growth (Figure 2-c) . AFM analyses confirmed that more than 93 % of the graphene domains are well oriented with respect to the background lattice of h-BN.
Proximity-driven overgrowth
A new approach in the growth of graphene on non-catalyst materials such as h-BN was introduced by our group recently 21 . Unlike the previous approaches, the growth is per- 
Growth mechanism
In fabricating heterostructures by depositing a material on epitaxy and can be realized even in the presence of large lattice mismatches 22 23 . As graphene and h-BN are both free from dangling bonds, van der Waals epitaxy is normally the governing growth mechanism.
Garcia et al 24 
Epitaxial Growth
Once two similar patterns of crystalline lattices (e.g.
graphene and h-BN lattices) are superimposed with a small displacement or rotation in between, a secondary pattern known as moiré generates 25 26 . Moiré superlattice poten- 
, where:
In this relation, G represents the reciprocal superlattice vec- We note that similar alignment was reported later by Tang et al 30 17 ( Figure 4 -e,f) and Mishra et al 16 . Table 1 
Conclusion and perspective
In growing graphene on copper. Certain efforts, however, have to be made to evaluate the efficiency of other approaches (e.g. bottom-up synthesis using polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) in growing graphene on h-BN.
